TEACHING YOUR STUDENTS MALLEABLE
INTELLIGENCE
You should by now be well acquainted with the theory of
malleable intelligence and the research that supports it.
But
you may also like to know that a recent study by faculty at
Columbia University seems to indicate that actually teaching
your students about malleable intelligence theory - sharing this
information with them on how the brain works - can increase
their levels of academic achievement.
The study in question focused on two groups of junior high
school students receiving direct, one-on-one tutoring time and
individual instruction. The control group was not given access
to this information on malleable intelligence, while the
experimental group of students read articles on this theory and
the research that supports it, and discussed with their mentors
how the brain works and expands over time to accumulate
knowledge. The results from the study showed that students who
believed their intelligence was malleable held many other
positive attitudes about learning as a goal and working hard to
achieve success, and therefore they chose more positive, effortbased strategies to attack any difficulties they encountered in
their academic work. The study revealed a strong correlation
between these positive attitudes/work methods and the success of
the students in terms of their mathematic abilities.
For another measure of difference between the control and
experimental groups, researchers asked the teachers of each
group of students to assess changes in their students’ classroom
motivation over the period of the intervention.
(Note: as the
intervention occurred outside the classroom, teachers did not
know which students were in which group and had received this
information.)
Teachers cited a positive change in the effort
and interest in 27% of the students in the experimental group,
compared to 9% of the students in the control group.
Typical
comments from teachers showed that those students who were
taught about malleable intelligence were not only more likely to
have increased their performance levels in the classroom, they
were also more likely to be more interested and engaged in
learning.
Now that you know teaching your students about malleable
intelligence theory can help them believe in themselves and
their ability to learn, and therefore possibly increase their
levels of academic achievement, how can you do it in your own
classroom? Below are some strategies that the researchers used

in the study on their middle school students; you may want to
try these yourself or adapt them for your students’ age level.
• Students read an article called “You Can Grow Your
Intelligence: New Research Shows the Brain Can Be Developed
Like a Muscle,” written on their reading level, which
described this research that has backed the theory of
malleable intelligence in student-friendly terms.
They
also read a handout with short summaries of specific
experiments, like ones on rats, human infants, taxi drivers
in London, and learning a second language as an adult.
• Students also received and read handouts on “Brain Facts”
with short bullet-point items about how students can “get
smarter by exercising your brain,” as well as handouts on
how memory works and how students can develop their memory
skills (explaining to them how to use “chunking,” a visual
image, acronyms, etc.).
• Students filled out worksheets to relate their previous
knowledge to malleable intelligence, like by describing
their favorite activity and responding to questions on how
they got better at it over time.
• Finally, mentors discussed all of this information with
their students to further explain the material and
reinforce their new understandings of the brain and
intelligence theory.

MALLEABLE INTELLIGENCE STUDENT HANDOUTS

BrainWize – Brain Growth Research
Here are descriptions of some different research studies that all
showed how learning changes the brain.
B a b i e s ’ B r a i n s : Newborn babies have plenty of neurons, but the cells have very few
connections between them. Because they are learning so much in their first few years, babies
develop many new connections between their brain cells. By the time you become an adult you
will have a trillion or more of these connections!
Clever Cabbies: London cabbies have to learn the locations of many different places, because
their streets don’t have numbers. Researchers measured the hippocampus – the area of the
brain that remembers information about places – in London cabdrivers and compared them to
other people’s. The cabbies’ were bigger, and the longer they were on the job, the bigger this
area of the brain became! This shows that learning and practicing this skill made that area of
their brain grow.
Learning Languages: Most people think that learning a second language once you are an
adult is very hard. But researchers had adults use special exercises to practice hearing
different sounds. Using a PET scan to measure the activity in the brain, the researchers found
that when people did the special exercises, areas of their brains that they had never used
before became active. This shows that you can retrain your brain and develop new abilities all
through your life.
Musical Mastery: When people play an instrument, they use a special area of the brain to
coordinate the movement of their fingers. Researchers found that when the people practiced
playing an instrument, the area of the brain that controls the fingers grew larger! This shows
that when you learn and practice a new skill, you can build up that area of the brain.
New Neurons: Scientists used to think that we had a fixed amount of brain cells and that we
could never grow new ones. But in the past decade, research has shown that the brain grows
new cells every day! The cells are grown in the hippocampus, an area important in memory,
and they travel to other areas of the brain. They also found that the brain grows more new cells
when you are learning new information and skills! So, by learning and practicing, you actually
add brain cells as well as new connections.
Remarkable Rats: Twin rats were raised in two different environments: either in a bare cage
with food and water, or in a cage with lots of toys and exercise equipment to explore. In the
bare cages, the “cage potato rats” just ate and drank and laid around, while in the enriched
environment, the “summer camp rats” were busy exploring and learning, exercising their brains.
It turned out that the summer camp rats became much smarter than the cage potato rats – they
were better at learning new things. And their brains were heavier, too: they had more
connections between the neurons in their brains. This research shows that active mental
exercise builds up the brain and makes it smarter. Even old rats were able to develop their
brains in the enriched environment, proving that you’re never too old to grow your brain!

